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September Newsletter
Hello City Kids Parents, We are so excited to welcome you to September and the 
2020/21 school year. This calendar year has been exceptionally different than 
most, but we remain excited to welcome all of our students and families to this 
new year. The challenges that we have faced have made us make several changes 
this year, designed with our students in mind, to best support their academic 
success, their social and emotional growth, and the school culture of City Kids.  
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Teacher Myrna and Teacher Maria

This month we had lots of fun learning about Greece! During this month we learned that 
Greece is located in Southeastern Europe near Africa and Asia! We learned that the flag is 
white and blue! The blue and white colors represent the seas surrounding Greece with its 
blue water. We found where Greece is located on our globe! Teacher asked, has anyone 
visited Greece? How long do you think it will take for us to travel to Greece? Lila shared, 
“Maybe, ten hours!” Sam, shared, “I think three hours on a fast jet!” Gertrude added, 
“Maybe twenty hours teacher!” We discovered, it will take over 14 hours to travel to Greece!
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This month we also welcomed Teacher Louis, our music instructor! Our group loved to sing and dance 
with Teacher Louis as he introduced new music instruments.  It was so much fun learning about 
Greece and dancing!  

This month students favorite topic was 
mosquitos! They shared several stories of 
how mosquitos bit them at home and at 
school. We also learned that female 
mosquitos bite us to make the eggs for them 
to reproduce. When engaged in outdoor 
play, children will point out all the mosquitos 
they would see flying around our plants. We 
count together and saw six mosquitos! As 
our students were looking at the plants we 
introduced the bears breech flowers! We 
showed an image of the plant and how it 
looked. We also discussed the differences in 
the plants we see in our playground. 
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Teacher Dina

We travel around the world! This month we traveled to Greece where we learn so many 
exciting things! We also learned about the ancient Greek pottery and it was fun to express 
our creativity. Our kids also learned about the flag of Greece! We learned that it is blue 
and white and we also learned how to say it in Spanish. 

Our students focused on leaning about the five senses! We learned about sight, hearing, 
touch, taste and smell. We introduce body parts in Spanish to develop their language. We 
learned to say, “ojo, manos, nariz, boca, oidos”! We also had a fun time exploring with our 
senses. To make it fun for our students we a had a mystery box! We used a blindfold to 
explore our sense of touch. Inside the mystery box the students were able to grab an item 
and share what they thought it was. It was so much fun! 
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As we continued to learn about the senses, we also 
explored our sense of hearing. We used several instruments to 
guess the sound. Children were able to explore with sound 
bottles, where it had beads, rice, beans, rocks, water, and 
other things. The children will be continuing to learn about the 
five senses next month.  
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Teacher Lourdes

This month, we began with learning about 
Greece. Its culture, music and art gave us 
an idea of what it is like to live in Greece. 
We learned where it was on the map, what 
color its flag is and the importance of the 
greek gods and goddesses. 

This year has brought many challenges. We have brought the 2020 
school year online! As we face this time of mask wearing and social 
distancing, we are also faced with the challenge of online learning, but 
with this, we will continue to work together within our community to 
provide the best learning opportunities for our children. 
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Teacher Barbara

During the month of September we learned 
to recognize and express our emotions. 

We also learned that we can relax our minds and bodies with mindfulness exercises 
and animal Yoga poses to help express how we feel.  



Colors can be Fun! Visual spatial 
exercises, following the color lines!, 
and playing instruments with colorful 
lights! 
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For the month of September we learned about our global destination, Greece. We learned 
that Greece is located in Southern Europe between the Ionian Sea and the Mediterranean 
Sea.  We also learned and colored our own Greek flag that is white and blue. We also learned 
about ancient Greek pottery and got to color and make our own design. For lunch we got to 
try different dishes from Greece like Gemista, and Gyro Spiced Chickpeas.  This month for art  
we got to explore different tools to paint with like using cardstock, balloons, toilet paper rolls, 
Q-tips and tissue paper. We will continue to explore different tools and art media. We also 
enjoyed music class with Teacher Louis everyday. Music is helping us learn new sounds, 
words, and patterns. Another form of art we are exploring is movement during dance class 
with Teacher Ebony. Through dance, we get to explore and control body movements. We also 
wanted to learn and explore our 5 senses: sight, sound, smell, taste, and touch. One of the 
activities we did to explore sound was to blind fold each student and use water bottle shakers 
filled with different things like rice, water, and beans. We will continue to explore our 5 senses.  
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During the month of September we had two wonderful field 
trips. One of our field trips was to the South Coast Botanical 

Garden. There we got to explore and see many different 
plants, trees and flowers. We had lunch and snacks in a 

beautiful meadow. We also got to visit Hopkins Wilderness 
Park where we enjoyed seeing the turtles in the pond.  


